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"PREFACE.
The science of teaching through correspondence is by no 
means in an experimental stage. But it is true that only within 
the last few years anything has been done along that line in library 
science.
In January, 1901, the correspondence department at the 
University of Chicago undertook teaching the technical methods only, 
of library science and the results have proved satisfactory. At
present the class numbers about eighteen. Fifteen have completed 
the work, and all but two, who are teachers, hold library positions.
Another course which has been successful, is that given by 
Miss Zella F. Adams of Evanston, Illinois. It consists of three 
terms of six months each and the work covers practically the whole 
field of library science.
The state library school at Albany, H.Y., is planning to 
do something along this line in the near future.
The advantages of such a course are many and success will 
reward the efforts of all who are willing to devote time and patient 
thought to the work. Practical proof of the success of such a 
course is given in the letters of librarians and others from many 
states, who express their high appreciation of the benefit which they 
have derived from it. It helps many, who, not being able to go to 
a library school, or even to attend a summer cotirse, would blunder 
on alone. Two students at the University of Chicago, who have ta­
ken the course, say that it has opened an entirely new world for 
them and has enabled them as students to do their own research work, 
hunting down subjects and cataloging and analyzing material, much
more successfully than they otherwise would be able to do. It 
stimulates interest and it often results in the production of prom­
ising candidates who wish to extend and enlarge their instruction.
The opportunity which correspondence work offers for the growth of 
self-reliance, is one of its most valuable features.
On the other hand, there are many who deem such work a 
mere makeshift when compared with work in residence. Many of the 
arguments for it are based merely upon the expediency of such a plan. 
The cultured atmosphere of the university is usually lacking and in 
many branches of study, though not especially in library work, the 
necessary appliances and laboratory equipments are inaccessible to 
the student. Then, again, the personal consultation with the in­
structors, so often necessary, is impossible. Often there is dan­
ger of the work being turned into a mere correspondence between 
teacher and pupil.
Yet it is evident from the growing demand for such courses 
and particularly for such ei one in library science, that strong ar­
guments can be made for this progressive step in university and 
library extension.
In regard to the purely experimental and comparatively' 
simple course which has been given here, it should be stated that 
the instructor has had the good fortune to experiment upon a very 
intelligent and responsive pupil. Since the work with her was be­
gun, she has accepted a position as head librarian and says that she 
has already applied manyr principles which have been taught in the 
course. A brief statement of her views and criticisms regarding 
the course is given as an appendix to this thesis.
In planning the lessons, care has been taken to proceed 
from the simple to the complex and- to grade the course carefully.
3The time devoted to the work has permitted only some of the important 
branches of library economy to be taken up. Reference work has 
been excluded entirely.
The course has been carried out as follows:- Prom a 
list of about one hundred books sent by the pupil to the instructor, 
those accessible to the latter were checked up, thus making it pos­
sible for both to work with the same books . The first lesson was 
devoted to work on the Condensed accession sheet; the second, to 
the Standard sheet; the third, to the card shelf-list, and the 
fourth consisted of a recapitulation. As each new subject was 
taken up, it was introduced by a concise, type-written lecture with 
references to Dana's Library Primer, Plummer's Hints to Small Libra­
ries, the Library Bureau catalog and Library School Rules. With 
the fifth lesson, cataloging was begun which has continued to the 
end of the course. Classification, by itself, has not been taken 
up, but in connection with the other work, classification numbers 
according to the Decimal system have been assigned and revised.
The name list has been explained. All work has been done in dupli­
cate form, which has enabled a copy to be retained of whatever mater­
ial has been revised and returned. A part of this material, illus­
trating the principles taught, has been mounted and forms part of the 
thesis, thus showing more clearly the development of the course.
It is hoped that these lessons, though incomplete, may be of some 
help and may possibly aid someone in carrying out a fuller and more 
perfected correspondence course in library science.
LESSON I .
ACCESSIONING.
Let us suppose that the books are already bought,the boxes 
in which they were sent have been opened and the books compared with 
the order list to make sure that everything has been received as or­
dered. Now it is time to enter the books in the accession book.
Accessioning in a broad sense covers the various details
connected with adding a book to the library^but it is commonly used
with the more limited meaning of entering in the accession book.
The accession book is a blank book, ruled and lettered and numbered
especially for library invoices. It is the library's chief record
and should contain a complete history of every book on the shelves.
Thus in case of fire or accident it enables one to estimate the
loss and secure the insurance if prices are carefully recorded in
man
it. It forms such a record as any businessAwould wish to have of 
property entrusted to his care.
The accession book is a record of volumes in the order of 
their receipt and should give an accurate but precise description 
with source, cost and under heading,Remarks,a brief history includ­
ing statements of such matters as rebinding and the final disposition 
of a book if removed from the library. A form which has given 
great satisfaction in small libraries is the Condensed accession 
book furnished by the Library Bureau,156 Wabash ave.»Chicago,111.
This book provides for 1000,2000 or 5000 entries and costs §1.00, 
§2.00 or §5.00 respectively. The Standard accession book which 
has a larger page and which provides for more entries^ in used by 
large libraries.
The printed headings of the columns calling for author,title 
place,&c.,keep before one the various facts to be recorded. The entry
runs across two pages, of which the left hand page bears the acces­
sion numbers in sets of 100s preventing error through duplication 
or omission. In the work of accessioning a line should be given 
to each volume instead of making a single entry for each set.
Manjr librarians do not. do this but the extra pains fully justifies 
itself in the end. A glance at the number of the last entry will 
at any time show how many volumes the library has received.
DIRECTIONS:-
The items entered in the accession book concerning e v e r y
volume in the library are the following in the same order as on
the accession sheet.
Date of entry- This is always written at the upper left hand mar­
gin of each page» and if you begin to enter in the 
middle of the page, note date.
Accession number:-Fill in the first one, two or three figures as 
the case may be every fifth line.
Class number.
Book number.
Volume:- Notice that these three items on the Condensed, ac­
cession sheet are found on the right hand page after 
the cost, while on the Standard sheet they are di­
rectly after the accession number. In the volume 
column never write v. for volume. In case of a 
book in two or more volumes note the number of the 
volume in the volume column. In case of two vol­
umes bound in one write,2 in 1. Note copies if 
there are more than one.
Author:- Give surname and initials only of first names or
name
Title:-
■Place: -
Publisher:-
Year: -
"Pages: -
Size: -
Binding: -
Source. 
Cost: -
In title column, besides the title, note the number 
of the edition and the name of the editor or trans­
lator. Give series to which the book may belong, 
abbreviated if necessary. If title runs over the
~-h
allotted space write above the line. Always leave 
space between the title and place and publisher suf­
ficient to fold the sheet for binding in a book.
Give place of publication as abbreviated on page 38 
of Library school rules^using the short form for the 
Condensed accession sheet and the long form for the 
Standard. If two places are mentioned on the 
title page} always take the first one.
Write the last name of the publisher first mentioned 
If absolutely necessary, abbreviate.
Give date of publication,but if none is given use 
the copyright date. If neither date can be found, 
write n.d. (no date).
Give main paging omitting preface paging unless it 
is more than one quarter of the whole book. Con­
nect paging by a plus sign. If a book has three 
or more pagings write v.p.(various paging).
Use the centimeter ruler which I send. Place the 
ruler back of the book and hold them both perpen­
dicular to the desk taking as the size that letter 
which appears above the top of the book.
State whether book is bound in cloth,paper,&c,using 
abbreviations on page 40 of Library School rules.
Give this in dollars and cents.
Remarks .
Books to be entered ox\ Condensed accession sheet.
1. Eberhard', Synonymisches handworterbuch.
2 . Arnold, Latin prose composition.
3. Darwin, Origin of species.
4 . "Pitman, Phonography.
5 . Ruskin, Modern painters.
6 . Parkman, A century of conflict.
7 . Ribbon, Rome;ed. by Milman.
8 . Rreen, Short history of the English people.
9 . Taylor, Origin Sc growth of the English constitution.
10. Vattel, Law of Nations.
H H • Cox, Mythology of the Aryan race.
12 . Carpenter, Mental physiology.
Lfully ,
Library school rules,p .47-57. Follow the sample accession
sheet carefully in your work.
Library Bureau catalog,p.79-82.
Corrections. (see mounted Condensed accession sheet on next page), 
see,
Library school rules,p .36,the note after abbreviations of fore, 
names.
Library school rules,p .12,rule c.
Lecture on accessioning,rule for paging.
When author’s name is supplied on title page,enclose in brack­
ets.

LESSON 2.
Books to be entered on the Standard accession sheet.
1. Worcester, The Philippine islands.
2. Scherer, History of German literature.
3. Caffin, Photography as a fine art.
4. Fuller, Grape cultiurist.
5. Johnston, Chemistry of conmon life.
6 . Gr ag e, Elements of physics.
7. Bardsley, Our English surnames .
8. White, Words and their uses.
9. Ashton, Social life in the reign of Queen Anne.
10. Noyes, History of -American socialisms.
11. Smith, Dictionary of the Bible.
12. Sully, Illusions .
13. Homer, Iliad;tr. by Pope.
14. Cyclopedia of American horticulture.
15. Harper's monthly magazine.(one bound volume). 
Choose 12 of the above.
OQRREQ1I PITS, (see mounted Standard accession sheet).
01 It is bettei" to write out the name of publisher, as Grieb-
en.
02 & 10 We do not use all library abbrevi at ions-only those 
that would be understood by a general reader,as U.S.,Amer 
In fact use as few abbreviations as possible,especially 
in the title.
Except in the case of classics we do not usually put the 
name of the editor unless he is well known,though it is not
wrong to do so. This might be applied to the first two en­
tries on the Condensed accession sheet and to the Standard 
sheet in the case of Johnston,Chemistry & c . and Homer,-though 
Flaxman is well known,it is not necessary to put the three 
names, since the book can be accurately identified without them.
i
s L t iS S X E i& m m »
Worcester-This book should be put in class 91S.14 which is the 
number for description and travel. To be sure there is 
a short historical sketch in it,but the main part consists 
of a description of the islands. Read note under 914- 
919 which explains how to build numbers.
Ashton-The same criticism applies here as with Worcester.
What will the correct class number be?
Noyes-Can you build the class number out so as to show that it 
is American socialism?
Homer-In a medium sized library it seems hardly necessary to
use the special author numbers except perhaps in the case 
of Shakspere and Goethe, for there is not enough material 
by each author to make it necessary.
Johnston-The question in regard to this book is whether to put 
it in 543,663 or 664. My choice is 543 because that 
number covers foods, drinks,soils &c, while 663 and 664 
are limited, though often in public libraries the latter 
numbers are found more convenient. One must be guided by 
the custom of the library. The class number which you 
assigned,612.01 in for general works on physiological 
chemistry such as a book on Animal chemistry in its rela­
tion to physiology. You will notice that this book 
takes up the chemical analysis of common things, bringing 
in the physiological side only as it is affected by the 
substances analyzed.
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LESSOH 3
SHELF-LISTING.
A. shelf-list is a list of books in the library in the or­
der of their arrangement on the shelves,-that is, by class number.
Its chief uses are as follows:-
1. As a means of taking an inventory which is usually 
conducted by reading from the shelf-list to the 
shelves .
2. To see at onee, when classifying another book; what 
kinds of books and books by what authors are in a 
certain class. Many books can very properly be 
put in any one of several different classes^but 
the librarian must above all be consistent.
3. To prevent the repetition of a: book number in any 
class.
4. To be used as a brief classed catalog thus showing 
at any time what the library has in any class or 
sub-class.
The items recorded are class and book-number,accession 
number,author’s last name and a brief title. Form is as follows
914.14 Wor cester
Wll Philippine islands & their people ..
21
Catal og cards or tjards that size of lighter weight or
better still, the regular shelf-list cards may be used. Some lib­
rarians prefer sheets 10 by 25 cm.(about 4 by 10 inches),giving a 
sheet to a class or in large classes like fiction, a sheet to one 
letter or to one author in a class. For example see Library
school rules,Shelf list rules.
In our work we shall use only the cards. This fora is 
growing more popular as it never requires re-writing.
DIRECTIONS:-
Enter all the books which you have accessioned, on shelf- 
list cards.
Arrange cards as shelf-list should be arranged.
See.
Library school rules,page 60. Follow Shelf-list 
rules in your work with cards up to and including the 
rule for editions.
Library Bureau catalog,page 82-84 .
Dana, Library primer,page 92-93.
^luramer, Hints to small libraries,page 27-29.
CORRECTIONS,fsee mounted cards.)
The book or author number should be printed.
It is not always well to use the binder's title when it 
differs so much from the title page.
In regard to the classification of biography, read note 
under 920 in the Decimal classification and also on page 
34 under biography. Any one of the plans may be fol- 
lowed| which is found to be satisfactory. A good plan
is to classify under subject when the book is a collection 
of lives bearing especially on one subject; and to mark 
all other biographies B,taking the book number from the 
person written about and alphabeting the whole collection 
in one straight alphabet.
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RECAPITULATION
Give all the uses of the accession book in the library
that you can.
How many lines in the accession book would be given to a 
book of 8 volumes bound in 4 volumes? Of 6 volumes? Of 2 vol­
umes bound in 1? Of 3 copies of the same’, book? In each case 
what would you write in the volume column?
What is a shelf-list? Give briefly its uses. Tell
exactly how it is arranged.
nul * P PRécapit ai-! cm — Answ ers
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LESSON 4
Sub-divided viz.,
CARD vs. PRINTED CATALOG. 
CATALOG CARDS.
KINDS OF CARD CATALOGS.
CARD vs. PRINTED CATALOG.
The first point to be taken up is a comparison of the ad­
vantages and the disadvantages of a card vs. a printed catalog.
The advantages of a card catalog are,viz.,
1. The catalog can be kept up to date.
2 . Mistakes car be corrected.
The advantages of a printed catalog are,viz.,
1. There is less danger of loss of entries.
2. It is easier to read.
3. Several persons can consult it at once.
4. It can be used outside the library.
5. It can be used in different parts of the library. 
The disadvantages of a card catalog are,viz.,
1. It cannot be so quickly and easily used.
2. It occupies a great deal of space.
3. Fewer people can consult at one time.
The disadvantages of a printed catalog are,viz.,
1. It is very expensive.
2. A mistake once made cannot be corrected.
3. It cannot be kept tip to date.
CATALOG- GARBS .
Cards have been used in the United States since the first 
meeting of librarians in 1853. The old cards were large but have 
gradually diminished in size \mtil the standard has become fixed 
and the card generally used is the p or postal sized card.
There are several weights of cards. The aim is to get 
a card which does not require much room on account of thickness but 
which is durable,easy to turn over and has a good surface. The
Library Bureau p size,33L or BOO stock double linen ledger as it is 
called in commercial terms, meets these requirements. Should 
these cards be ordered from the local printer, one should give very 
careful directions about ruling and punching. If standard cards 
are ordered from a firm(all this is done for you.
Any card catalog should have many guides in order to fa­
cilitate the use of the catalog. The tendency now is toward using 
the bristol ooard guides which can he cut in l/2,l/3 or l/5.
Guides for dictionary catalogs are usually cut in
The trays which hold the cards should be no wider than 
will let the card move easily and just high enough to clear the tops 
of the guides. The guards used to lock the cards in are called 
the guard.rods.
Examine Library Bureau catalog which gives illustrations 
and descriptions of catalog cases,trays & c .
KI TIPS OF CARD CATALOGS.
The ceitalog of books in a library may be arranged in sev­
eral ways. There are the classed catalog,the alphabetical classed, 
the author and title,the simple author and the dictionary catalogs.
The classed catalog is one arranged like the shelf-list,
zz
that is, according to whatever scheme of classification the library 
follows. In the Decimal classification,the subjects are arranged 
in 1,2,3,order of their decimal subject numbers and the cards of 
each subject further, are arranged alphabetically by author. Often 
when a library has such a catalog, it also has a separate author 
and title catalog. An alphabetical classed catalog is where the 
large classes are arranged alphabetically iind subdivided alphabeti­
cally by smaller subject.
The dictionary catalog^which is arranged in one straight 
alphabet by author,title and specific subject,is the one which we 
shall study. It combines nearly all the advantages of the other 
forms and has been proven to be the easiest to use by one not 
trained in library science. Its advantages will be shown in our 
study of it.
c&TAL o a i m .
Catalog the following (the following)books:-
Arnold, Latin prose composition.
Cox, Mythology of the Aryan nations.
Carpenter, Mental physiology.
Noyes, American socialisms.
Bardsley, Our English surnames.
Jackson, Ramona.
Thompson, Lives of the hunted.
Barrie, Sentimental Tommy.
Allen, Kentucky Cardinal.
Caffin, Photography as a fine art.
LESSON 5.
Principle•
M&iXL.author, card.
See Library school rules,4a-d,i,l-n;3a,31; 2e,2h; 9b.
Also Sample cards 2 and 3,page 22.
Any part of the author's name not on the title page but 
which you supply, enclose in brackets, thus If any name is
not found for which some initial stands^leave space so that it nay 
be inserted when found. Dates of an author are given for purpose 
of identification and to show period. Titles of honor and dates 
are never bracketed and titles of honor should be printed. In 
regard to paging do not follow rules but give main paging only,as 
in your work with the accession sheet. Follow Library school 
rules carefully and make one card only for each book.Form of card:-
914 .21 HuntlLeiah. 1784-1859.
TT0 9 (""he) town;its memorable characters &
events. 424p.illus.S. Lond.1889.
Lesson ® (2).
Name JLjJLfc. •
In the very first place , the full name of the author of 
each book must be looked up. Unless one is consistent in putting 
the full name of the author for every work by that author,the dif­
ferent works of the author would alphabet in different places in the 
catalog. We keep a name list, which is an alphabetical list of all 
the names of authors used in the catalog in the fullest form and al­
so the authorities consulted. On the name slip the author’s name 
must always appear in the form which one has decided to use in the 
catalog. The form in which this record is kept is on cards 
filled out viz.,
French, Alic e, dates, (Thanat, Octave,
pfiftud t )______  . . . .. _ _______
Mi ss ionary sheriff. 1890.
(Than at )Lip
WWAO
x x Web x 
2 x x
Two stars mean that one has found the name of the author and that 
particular book in the*'place mentioned. One star means that the 
name only of the author was found. When the name varies in some 
authority,mention it in margin. In practical work one should 
consult usually 3 or 4 authorities before the form of an author’s 
name is decided upon.
Cat.alo.ger ‘j l_ref<ire.nce bflofrg .
The following is a list of the most common reference 
books for the cataloger's use. The dates of birth and death of 
an author as well as the form of his name must be verified by com­
parison .
Lesson 5(3).
General.
Lippincott, frouncing biographical dictionary.
Webster, International dictionary-biographical list.
Johnson, Universal encyclopedia.
Century cyclopedia of names.
Encyclopedia Britannica.
Printed library catalogs.
Special♦
Who's who fov* living English authors.
Who's who in America for living American authors.
Adams, Dictionary of American authors.
Smith , Dictionary of Greek and Roman biography.
Harper, Dictionary of classical literature.
Dictionary of national biography, for English men not living. 
Allibone, Dictionary of authors.
Abbreviations to be used for the above, respectively:-
Lip En B Ad
Web Sm
J cy w w Harp
C cy W W A Dnb
Al
CORRECTIOHS.
On the name slip put down all authorities which you con­
sult, even though the author’s name is not found there.
2- means to leave less space.
^  means to leave more space.
Caffin-Do not count illustrations and write the exact number 
only when ascertainable from the title page. Regard 
every plate and map that is paged in simply as an illus­
tration. Call then plates when there are a great many 
and are not paged in. If there are a very few unimpor­
tant illustrations, do not make any mention of then.
Let us use the abbreviation illus. instead of il. in our 
work and write out the whole words, plates and mans .
Cox- Do not give an author two titles as in the case of Rev.Sir 
0: W. Cox. Do not use acadenic titles like A.E. because 
sometimes they mean so little. Catalogers generally 
use D.D. and M.p. Never use both Rev. and D.p.
When a word is contracted like bart or Mrs, do not 
put a period after it. Use the period for abbreviations 
like Rev. or Gen.
Seton-Thompson- This is one of the hardest kinds of a book to 
classify. The class number which you have given it is 
correct and is where the book would probably be most use­
ful. It might be well to mark it with a j. or in some 
way show that it is especially adapted for young readers.
Lesson 5 (4).
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LESSON 6 .
Catalog the following
CATALOGING.
books:-
George, Progress and poverty.
Ashton, Social life in the reign of Queen Anne.
Parknan, Half century of conflict.
Van Dyke,Little rivers.
Thompson, Alice of old Vincennes.
Barrie, Sentimental Tommy.
Kipling, Second jungle book.
Green, History of the English people.
Dickens, David Copperfield.
Dobson, Pour French women.
Muller, Chips from a German workshop.
Cook, Socialisms.
Hew principles.
Title card•
See Library School rules, lz,5p,2i. Sample card,10 & 11. 
Use subject fullness for author’s name on the title card.
As rule 2i says, to use subject fullness means to use the initials
V ave_
of an author with two forenames or if he but one forename,that name 
is to be written out. Use colon abbreviations as given on page 
35 and 36 of Library school rules. Give only a brief title on
title cards and do not vise dots for omission.
Notice underscoring on Sample cards 10 & 11. The word 
which is singly underscored shows that another card has been made 
alphabeting by the underscored, word. The double underscored word 
always refers back to the main card.
Reference cards, (see next page).
Reference cards .
I send a list of authors who have long forms of names but 
who are better known by a shorter form which is used in catalog en­
try. Thus it is necessary to have a card in the catalog refer-
Caine,Thomas Henry Hall,
Cj3.iiuijHall* dates.
Every added entry card,as a title card and all reference cards must
be traced from the main author card. The way that a reference 
card from the long form of name to the short form is traced, is thus: 
On the back of the main author card write the full name of the 
author in red ink tising colon abbreviations,with a little red cross 
in front of the name to show that it is a cross reference,viz.,
Do not write call number on the reference card. Why?
Short form. 
Agassiz, Louis
Caine, Hall
Cleveland, Grover
Collins, Wilkie
Cook, 
Dicklns, 
Dobson,
J oseph, 
Charles 
Austin
Lona form.
Jean Louis Rudolphe 
Thomas Henry Hall 
Stephen Grover 
William Wilkie 
Flavius Josephus 
Charles John Huffam 
Henry Austin
(see next page)
Lesson 6 (3)
Short form (continued).
Lore, Gustave
Harte, Bret
Hunt, Leigh
Muller, Max
Musset, Alfred de
Ossoli, Mrs Margaret (Puller)
Van Dyke, Henry
Long form. (continued). 
Paul Gustave 
Francis Bret 
James Henry Jjeigh 
Friedrich Max 
Louis Alfred de 
Mrs S. Margaret (Fuller) 
Henry Jackson,jr
CORRECT I OKS.
Remember that the form of the name appearing at the top of 
the name slip must always be the form which is used in catalog 
entry and we have decided to use the short form of certain 
authors' names. Consult more authorities.
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LESS Oil 7 .
CATALOGING.
Catalog the following books
Homerus, Iliad,tr. by ^ope. Lond.1889.
Gibbon, Rome; ed. by Milman.
Gdthe, Faust; tr. by R. Taylor.
Kalevala; tr. by Crawford. 2v. 1888.
Hew, principles..
1 .Added entry under, editor.
Make added entry card under editor,translator,compiler, 
and illustrator, if well known. See Library school rules,lg,lz, 
3a. Also Sample cards 7 and 8. In the title on the main card 
always use subject fullness of the editor's name. On thb
card write the full name of the editor with dates. Write the 
author's name in subject fullness and omit his dates on the editor 
card. Write brief title with date of publication.
2 • L a t j  ancL-Oreek, RmSLS. •
For forms of Latin and Greek authors, see Library school 
rules 2a,last paragraph. Also see Sample card 35.
3 .German umlaut•
For names having the German umlaut, see Library school 
rules, 6e. Make a reference card from the long form to form used,
as, from Mueller to Muller.
4 .Special rule.
For epic poems such as the Nibelungenlied,Kalevala &c see
Lesson 7(2).
Directions :-
Make mime slips for all new authors and editors. Editor 
name slip is made in this form:-
Mtltran, full name with dates, ed.
Gibbon,!’dward.
Brief title. Date.
Auth ori ties.
For Gibbon, make author and editor cards.
For Gothe, make author,title,translator and reference cards. 
For Kalevala, make author and translator cards.
CORRECTIOHS.
Gothe- How do you trace the reference card Goethe, see 
Gbthe,on the main card? Remember that all added entry and refer­
ence cards be traced from the main card.
Kalevala-See again Rule li, note in margin. Also Sample
card 34.
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LESSON 8.
CATALOGING.
Catalog the following books:-
Scudder, James Russell Lowell.
Sullj', Illusions.
Mill, Principles of political economy.
Wotton, Elements of architecture.
New pjCincijpl.es.
What we are working for is a dictionary catalog, which is 
arranged in one straight alphabet by author, title and specific sub­
ject. Fiction is considered as having no subject. All other 
books, except plays and poems, have subjects.
Personal subj ec.t headings .
See Library school rules, lw, 7f,and Sample cards 26,38,
and 39 .
Biographies have subjects,-for instance, Johnson. Si^nugl 
is the subject of Boswell’s Life of Johnson. Autubiographies and 
letters are treated as biographies. We have to make two cards, an 
author card and a subject card. The author card remains the same 
as ever. The subject card is traced by underscoring on the main 
card. Form of a subject card:-
Bosw
6  ' 
ell.subj ect fullness.
Pitle &c, just as on main author card.
SubJ ret fceadAngg.
In determining upon the subject on any book, first consid­
er title, then table of contents, then preface,and, if necessary, 
skim the book itself. For instance, the subject Shorthand would be 
given to Pitman's Manual of phonography.
See cards.
We tend to choose, especially in a public library, the 
commoner of two synonymous terms and make a reference card from the 
other form. Thus, in Pitman's Manual of phonography, make a refer- 
ence from the longer technical term to the term used, as:-
Le sson 8 (2).
Other cards might also be made, as from Stenography to Shorthand.
In this way, all material on this subject is brought together in the 
catalog under the heading Shorthand. These cards are called see 
c&rds and signify that no material whatever is entered in the cata­
log under the subject on the top line but everything is transferred 
to the subject on the second line.
In deciding on necessary see cards take as the basis of 
decision the A.L.A. List of subject headings. For instance, find 
Shorthand in the list and in the group of "refer froms'j look up each 
subject in the list and decide upon the see cards , keeping in mind 
what a g.ee sard is according to the explanation given above.
S e e &l&p s&r.dg.
These are of the same form as the see cards , but are made 
for a different purpose. The purpose of s_ee also cards is to
bring together in the catalog closely allied subjects. Always re­
fer from the larger to the smaller subject. For instance,if we 
have a book on Shorthand , we might make a reference thus, Writing, 
see also Shorthand. Suppose we have a book on ,then
we would need a gee also card from Insects, thus:-
Lesson 8(3).
DIRFCTIOITS:-
For each of the four books, make an author and a subject 
card. Ilake name slips for the new authors. For the last three 
books, make whatever £_e& cards you think would be necessary in a 
public library. Combine your own judgment with the suggestions 
of the A.L.A. List of subject headings. Do not make any g_e_e also 
Siinlfi.* In deciding upon subject headings, consult not only the 
A.L.A. List, but also the A.L.A. Catalog of 5000 volumes.
Tracing. For subject cards, trace on the back of the 
main author card in red ink.
EfiM Cutter’s Rules for a dictionary catalogue, page 14, 
sjLecjlfjc ejrtry * and paragraphs 101-104.
ItQ.Qk sy .e r Preface of the A.L.A. List of subject headings.
CORRECTIOHS.
The subjects of all subject cards are to be written at the 
top of the card in red ink.
Underscoring and tracing. See directions for this lesson, 
rule for tracing. We never underscore on a subject card. The 
object of underscoring is to trace all cards made for a certain book 
which are in the catalog. Since, very seldom, the subject of a 
book appears in the title, subject cards are always traced (except 
personal subjects) on the back of the main author card. For in*- 
stance, on the Lowell subject card, to what card does the Lowell 
which you have underscored there,refer? The rule is as follows 
All secondary and reference cards are traced by singly underscoring 
on the main card. On secondary cards, doubly underscore the main 
entry but do not underscore secondary entries. See Library school 
rules, 5p.
Lesson 8(4).
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2a.JLS-
CATALOGING.
Catalog the following books
Caffin, Photography as a fine art.
James, Wheel of time, Collaboration, Owen Wingrave. 
Greenwood,Complete manual on teaching arithmetic, algebra, 
and geometry.
___ New principles .
Au.th.or iffl.d. title ejm.ly.ti.es.
See Library school rules,lx, ly, 4r. Also Sample cards, 
24, 25, 27,37.
Author analytics are made when the author of the part 
analyzed is different from the author of the main work. They are
also made when two or three works of the same author are bound to­
gether in one volume. Title analytics are made when thecnature 
of the title requires it. For example, Browning, Men and women 
and Sordello is analyzed thus:-
LESS0!T 9 .
Bro^ming,Robert, 1R12-R9..
Rordfilln. 21fip.O.
b o m .1886.fin his Men & wo-_
men 1886 . )
T\ YVc, icv
Sord pTIn. 1 PRR .
Brouning,Robert.(in his Men.
& wcmen. 1886.)
These cards are called in"analytics and are made when the parts of 
the book analyzed have independent pacing. But when the book has 
inclusive paging for all parts, we make &££. analytics, in which case 
we omit the imprint items before the brackets and give inclusive 
paging within the brackets, thus:-
1
J ames , Henry, jr, 1843-
Owen Wingrave. (see his Wheel of time.
1893. o .1.45,-220.)
Siibj eci an&lyjLtcff.
Some books should have more than one subject heading as­
signed. Some books cannot be given a general subject but it is 
necessary to bring out two or more subjects which the book may treat 
of. For example, a book on Bleaching, dyeing and calico printing 
must be entered under each of its subjects. If a book has two 
subjects and the first one takes up more than half of the book, then 
treat that as the general subject and make an analytic for the other. 
But if the book has two or three subjects of about equal importance, 
make an analytic subject card for each, as in Gardner’s Bleaching, 
dyeing and calico printing.
tGard
0
ner, John,, anon.
Bleaching, dyeing & calico printing.
1884 • p •¿Lr-32 •
1
The form of a subject analytic differs ,when different nen 
are authors of the parts analyzed. In this case, we use the "see" 
and "in" analytics as explained above. Take as an example Smith’s 
Treatise on gardening including an introductory essay on landscape 
gardening by E.P.Jones.
________Back of main author card._______________
O
Lesson 9 (3 ).
OyCVruO^ s.
nv rv/cL^ /Y\ \ rv\
Smi th , John. .....
I Treatise on gardening, including an
introd. essay on lardrRnpp gard p-rri ng f _by
E.P.J ones. 260p.0. Lond.1880.
Author analytic.
Jones y *Fi • P •
Introductory essay on landscape _gar-
[■dening.(see Smith,John. Treatise on gar-
denina. 1880. p.,1,-60.)
Subj ect analytic.
r^\ m rv-% rr-V ^  iT )T\ V> 51
Jones
T 0 0
»E.-0.
Introd. essay on landscape garden-
ing. (see Smith,John. Treatise on garden-
ing. 1880. pO.,-60.)
On analytic card, write the title of the part analyzed.
*
DIRECTIONS.
Follow instructions very carefully, and examine the sample 
cards which are written out. Be careful to trace every card you 
make from the main card.
Make two cards for Caffin, six for James, four for Green­
wood .
Lesson 9 (4 ) .
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LESSON IO.
CATALOG TITO.
Catalog the following books:-
School law of Indiana, including acts of 1885, published 
by the superintendent of public instruction of Indiana. 1885.
A sketch of Indiana university, published by the univer­
sity. 1900.
Proceedings of the Indiana academy of science. Do the 
complete set or all that you have.
Davies, Charles. Elements of geometry and trigonometry, 
with applications to mensuration.
N.B. If these books are not accessible, choose other 
books which as nearly as possible illustrate the same principles-
New principles .
Corpojia.te .entry♦
See Library school rules,lc and note, Ira, In, Is. Also 
rule 5h in regard to capitalization.
See also Cutter's Rules for a dictionary catalogue,§39,41, 
52, 56 (omit fine print).
Enter proceedings, papers, reports &c, of a society under 
the first word, not an article, of the society’s corporate name, 
with reference from any other name by which it is known, especially 
the place, if it has headquarters and is often called by that name.
Enter under place, local or municipal societies or institu­
tions .
Enter under state, state historical societies, state univ­
■5*
ersities,&c, as California university, with reference ca^d from 
University of California.
Study rule là ¿acelllHX •
Municipal snd local sp_cjeliej.
The difference between a municipal and a local institution 
is viz., If an institution is under the direct control of the city, 
that is, if it is a municipal institution, enter under the name of 
the city and use dash, as,-
Lesson 10 (2 ) .
Chic ago-Public library.
R e p o r t t & c . —
J
If it is a local society over which the city has no control, enter
-y\i\
under the city followed by a coma before the name of the society,as,-
New York (city),Union club.
Make reference from the name of the society if it is distinctive 
enough, as, -
[Jnion club, New York (city),
see
tlew ork (citv), Union club.
lojiJ A nuat ¿png..
If you have reports or catalogs, regularly being issued, 
write the number of volumes that you have in the library in pencil, 
so that they can be changed the next time a number comes into the
Lesson 10 fs).
library. Immediately after the title, put the dates of the vol­
umes. Omit paging.
*5*5
r
Hew "'■rork(city),TTnion club.
Report of the secretary. 1895- ! ;.
Yi.\ 1
1T.Y.1 6 9 6 r.»>M________ _ _____________________
■\3 . \
If you have more than one half of the complete set as far as issued, 
enter in the imprint as if complete and give missing numbers in a
pencilled note which may be erased when the missing numbers come'
into the library. If more than half of the set are missing, enter 
the exact dates and number of volumes after the title and in im­
print , as: -
1 1Amer ican historical society.
Proceedings, \tf30, \^00
Q. 1Sjir, Wash . Vft'ao - I'hcA. .
HQ-Vernmenial and national society publications .
These rules may also be applied to governmental publica­
tions and publications of national societies. If published by 
a department of the government, use the corporate name of the de­
partment, transposing, if necessary, to bring the important word 
first,as:-
VX <7| —  A l a. —
A valuable gu:Lde for corporate names of government authors
list found in the back of the Document Catalogue which is issued
Lesson 10 (4).
every Congress by the Superintendent of Documents. This catalogue 
indexes all government publications which are issued during each 
Congress .
In the case of a. national society not under the control 
of the government, enter under its corporate name, as : -
Hati onal academy of sciences .
Investigation,&c.
Corrections .
Indiana academy of science. Write the first date in pencil, 
because it is not the first year in which proceedings 
were published. Earlier volumes might be obtained and 
that date would have to be changed. Volume numbers are 
taken from the numbers of the annual meetings, for instance, 
the fifteenth annual meeting would be v.15. Always in­
dicate the volumes when possible. In cataloging contin­
uations, leave plenty of space empty between pencilled 
items for insertions. A subject should be made for this 
under Science-Periodicals.
Legendre. Should not parts of the au*ho'*,s given names be 
bracketed? I have a later adition of the book. If 
the name Charles was on the title page, it should be writ­
ten out. Always use subject fullness of the editors' 
names in the title.
Indiana-Publie instruction,Dept of. Trace subject card.

^ In teoAçilx «y\.
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T - \ X f c  à / V > jÒ o C o k / v \ £ X  Vj ^ c «x x > J ì J ^ ^ L o U ^ \ X >  ^ V l A . -
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QtJESTIOlTS .
1. When is a title card necessary?
2. What is subject fullness?
3. How do you indicate omissions from the title page on card?
4. Why is a call number not put on a reference card?
5. How is a subject card traced?
6. How is a personal subject card traced?
7 . What is the easiest 'tray to ascertain the number of cards 
that have been made for a book which has been cataloged?
8. State briefly the use of the name list.
9. How does a main author card differ from a main subject 
card?
An5vvcT«>.
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